We studied the stripe phase of La1.8Sr0.2NiO4 using neutron diffraction, resonant soft x-ray diffraction (RSXD) at the Ni L2,3 edges, and resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) at the Ni K threshold. Differences in the q-space resolution of the different techniques have to be taken into account for a proper evaluation of diffraction intensities associated with the spin and charge order superstructures. We find that in the RSXD experiment the spin and charge order peaks show the same temperature dependence. In the neutron experiment by contrast, the spin and charge signals follow quite different temperature behaviors. We infer that fluctuating magnetic order contributes considerably to the magnetic RSXD signal and we suggest that this result may open an interesting experimental approach to search for fluctuating order in other systems by comparing RSXD and neutron diffraction data.
PACS numbers: 71. 27 .+a,71.45.Lr,75.50.Ee,61.10.Dp Sr-doped La 2 NiO 4 (LSNO) and La 2 CuO 4 (LSCO) form at low temperatures an ordered phase of charge and spin degrees of freedom, the so called stripes. This phase consists of one-dimensional hole rich lines, which form antiphase domain walls for the antiferromagnetic background of the hole-poor regions. 1, 2, 3 The stripe phase has attracted considerable interest because of its possible relation to cuprate superconductivity. 4 While in LSNO static stripe order is found at low temperatures, LSCO exhibits fluctuating stripe order which can be rendered static by additional doping.
5 From neutron diffraction it is known that in LSNO static spin order (SO) sets in at a Néel temperature T N well below the charge ordering (CO) temperature T CO . 6, 7, 8, 9 ,10 Yet, above T N , fluctuating magnetic correlations can be found at finite energies.
11,12
Most experimental results concerning the structure of the stripe phase are based on neutron diffraction experiments, which are sensitive to magnetic order and to the lattice distortion caused by the charge ordering. In a neutron scattering experiment one can readily distinguish between static and fluctuating magnetic ordering by energy analysis of the scattered neutrons. Static order yields an elastic signal, while magnetic fluctuations lead to a finite energy change of the scattered neutrons.
Recently resonant soft x-ray diffraction (RSXD) has been shown to be another powerful experimental tool to study stripes or similar order phenomena, because of its high sensitivity to spatial modulations of the electronic state and its high magnetic scattering contrast 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 . It is therefore well suited to study both the charge and the magnetic signal from a stripe system. We have used RSXD before to identify the electronic character of the stripe phase in La 1.8 Sr 0.2 NiO 4 .
17
Now we would like to address the question of the temperature dependence of SO and CO in this system. Earlier conventional x-rays experiments from CO in LSNO found an interesting discrepancy to the neutron findings for the low temperature behavior: while the neutron CO signal increases monotonically upon cooling and eventually saturates, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 18 conventional x-rays found a maximum intensity at intermediate temperatures and a decay of the CO signal upon cooling. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 This effect has been discussed in terms of a surface effect or of a difference in the signals probed by neutron and xray diffraction, 23 but no conclusive explanation has been given so far.
Here we carried out a comprehensive study on La 1.8 Sr 0.2 NiO 4 in which we compare the temperature dependence of the SO and CO signals, and in which we use neutron diffraction, RSXD at the Ni L 2,3 edges, and resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) at the K threshold as techniques.
A La 1.8 Sr 0.2 NiO 4 single crystal was grown at the University of Cologne using the traveling solvent method. The crystalline quality was checked by x-ray diffraction and was found to be very good with a rocking width of 0.01
• (FWHM) of the (204) reflection observed using resonant x-ray diffraction at the Ni-K-edge. Two pieces were cut and polished, one with a (101) surface orientation and one with (103). We refer to the commonly used orthorhombic unit cell with a ≈ b = 5.38Å and c = 12.55Å (space group F mmm). In this setting the direction of modulation of the electronic state in the NiO 2 planes is along a and the stripes extend along b. Because of twinning, domains with the stripe pattern rotated by 90 degrees around c exist as well.
Neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the Orphée reactor, diffractometer 3T.1 using a larger piece of the same single crystal. We probed the elastic signal from the (1 − ǫ, 0, 1) spin order and (4 − 2ǫ, 0, 1) charge order peaks with ǫ being the incommensurability parameter describing the spacing between stripes. The temperature dependence of the heights of both peaks is presented in Fig. 1 . We found that the elastic magnetic signal (circles) decays at about 105 K while the elastic charge-order signal (triangles) is still visible at 140 K. The RSXD experiments were performed from the (101) sample at the soft x-ray beamlines U49/2-PGM1 and UE52-SGM of BESSY, using the two-circle UHV diffractometer, designed at the Freie Universität Berlin. The scattering geometry and sample orientation is described in Ref. 17 . The photon polarization was linear and could be switched from parallel to the diffraction plane (π-polarization) to perpendicular (σ). RXD experiments at the Ni-K (1s → 4p) threshold at 8358 eV were performed from the (103) sample at the MAGS -beamline at BESSY.
At the Ni (2p → 3d) (L 2,3 ) resonance in the soft xray range, we probed the (2ǫ, 0, 1) charge order and the (1 − ǫ, 0, 0) spin order peak, which, for the chosen doping level, are both in the momentum space reachable at this photon energy (see Fig. 2 ). At the Ni (1s → 4p) (K) resonance we probed the charge order at q = (2−2ǫ, 0, 3).
As a measure of the intensity of the charge and spin order peaks we took the height of the maximum of the L 3 resonance 17 in a photon energy dependent scan with the momentum transfer fixed at the corresponding peak position [see Fig. 2(c) ]. The obtained temperature dependence of the CO signal is presented in Fig. 3(a) . The σ signal is about 50 percent higher than the π signal; for comparison the data were normalized to the value at 60 K. The effect of polarization on the temperature dependence is weak, both curves almost match. The corresponding data for the SO signal in Fig. 3(b) were normalized in the same way. The deviation between the SO temperature dependence observed with the two light polarizations can be attributed to the variation of the canting angle between the Ni spins and the b direction. In our scattering geometry with the detector at ω = 152
• we are probing with σ-polarized light essentially the projection of the spins on the a direction, while with π polarized light we are sensitive to the a and b components of the spin, the b component weighted by a factor sin 2 ω = 0.22. If we assume the spins to be confined to the ab plane 10, 24 we find a temperature-dependent canting angle as plotted in Fig. 3(c) . The overall behavior of the spin direction is in agreement with results found for other doping levels. 10, 25, 26 From the intensity of the magnetic signal in the two polarization channels we can determine the total spin signal. This is plotted as the open symbols in Fig. 3 clearly have a very similar temperature dependence in particular above 60 K. This finding is very different from the neutron results presented in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 4 we compare in more detail the temperature dependences found in the neutron experiment (thick lines) with the ones from Fig 3(d) . Focusing first on the higher temperatures, both RSXD signals appear to decay on a temperature scale that is in between those found by neutron diffraction for CO and SO. Particularly dramatic are the deviations between neutron and RSXD results at low temperatures: While both neutron signals increase upon cooling and eventually saturate, the RSXD signals decay upon cooling below 80 K. This kind of different temperature dependence is in agreement with what has been observed before using neutron 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 18 and conventional x-ray diffraction, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 respectively. In order to better characterize the temperature dependence we recorded the RSXD data in a second more dense data set. We used π-polarized light to probe the peak profile at the resonance maximum using scans along H and L (Fig. 5) . The temperature dependence of the peak height as shown in Fig. 6(a) in Fig. 3 with the maximum occurring at 70 K in this case. Again CO and SO signals behave similarly. We also show for comparison the CO signal as obtained at the Ni-K resonance (gray circles), which shows a temperature dependence very similar to the soft x-ray data.
As can be seen from the scans in Fig. 5 and from the extracted peak widths (assuming a Lorentzian line shape) in Fig. 6 (b) and (c), a decreasing peak height upon heating and cooling is accompanied by a broadening of the peak in both directions of reciprocal space. Consequently the integrated peak intensity is decaying much slower than the peak height. A similar trend of peak broadening is also found at the K-edge. We tried to estimate the integrated intensity from the L 3 data as the product of the peak height and peak widths in H and L directions. We can do this without double counting of intensities, because the q-space resolution broadening is about 10 times smaller than the smallest peak width in these two directions. Along the third, K, direction the intensity is mostly integrated because of the wide detector acceptance perpendicular to the scattering plane. The result of our estimate is shown in Fig. 6(d) . In particular upon cooling the decrease of the peak heights seems to be fully compensated by the increasing peak widths. Upon heating the integrated intensity of the SO and CO signal stays almost constant up to 105 K. For higher temperatures the spin-order signal is difficult to track, because the temperature-dependent spin canting leads to an additional intensity loss for π-polarization [c.f. Fig. 3(b) ]. The CO signal, however, is well observable and we find a gradual decay only at higher temperatures. We estimate the residual intensity at 135 K to 40 percent of the maximum intensity.
In a situation, where the peak height changes, but the integrated intensity is conserved, the detected signal depends strongly on the q-space resolution of the experiment. An experiment probing, e.g., CO, which is integrating over a wide range of q space, will rather find a temperature dependence as shown in Fig. 6(d is constant at low temperatures and decays slowly only at high temperatures. On the other hand, an experiment with high q-space resolution will mainly find a decrease of the peak height with decreasing temperature. Since neutron diffraction experiments are typically performed with lower resolution than x-ray diffraction experiments, this effect can at least partially explain the discrepancies between the low-temperature behavior found by neutron diffraction and x-ray diffraction from this system. The peak broadening can also explain, why the neutron CO signal in Fig. 4 appears to remain up to higher temperatures than the x-ray signal: the peak height probed in the x-ray experiments is decaying faster upon heating than the (partially) integrated intensity probed by neutron diffraction.
Having established the importance of the different qspace resolutions of the experiments, we are still left with the following observation: the temperature dependence of the charge and spin signals within the RSXD experiment is identical while it is very dissimilar in neutron diffraction. This observation cannot be attributed to differences in the q-space resolutions since the peak broadening effect applies to both the SO and CO signals with comparable widths as well. We need to look for another explanation. We infer that one has to look to the contribution from the inelastic magnetic scattering to the SO signal. For LSNO it is known, that the total magnetic scattering signal, i.e., the sum of elastic and inelastic magnetic neutron scattering has about the same temperature dependence as the CO signal. 12 The RSXD experiment was performed without energy analysis of the scattered photons. Unlike a neutron experiment, RSXD also lacks an intrinsic energy analysis. 27 In that sense RXSD is comparable to a hypothetical energy-integrated neutron diffraction experiment, 28 and we have been probing the sum of static and fluctuating magnetic correlations.
To conclude, we studied the temperature dependence of SO and CO using RSXD, neutron diffraction and Ni-K-edge RXD for the CO signal. Differences in the qspace resolution of the different techniques have to be taken into account for a proper evaluation of diffraction intensities associated with the SO and CO superstructures. We find that in RSXD the SO and CO decay on the same temperature scale upon heating, very different from that in (elastic) neutron diffraction. The reason for this difference is that RSXD is probing the static and the fluctuating magnetic order and is hence in fact comparable to an energy-integrated neutron diffraction experiment. This in fact may open up an interesting experimental possibility to search for fluctuating order in other systems by comparing resonant soft x-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction data.
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